
Revamp your boardroomRevamp your boardroom

Your boardroom is the hub of your business. This is where important people meet and 

key decisions are made. Ensure that your boardroom is fitted with all the necessary 

equipment to handle any kind of situation - from conference calls to meetings or 

presentations. We can assist with a solution to fit your individual needs.

PHDS Direct will create a tailor-made solution for your company. We offer you the best tools 

to move your business forward with the most effective and productive AV solutions.

We provide the following solutions:

- Microphones whether mobile or fixed

- Integrated control systems

- Projectors and presentation screens

- Displays

- Video conference systems

- Room booking systems

- Meeting and conference recording systems
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Meeting & Conference Recording Solutions

Many corporate and government establishments require 

customised AV solutions that are dependable, can address 

both intra-departmental needs as well as communicating 

to the public at large. With the right collaboration of 

products that are easy to setup, use and maintain, our 

integrated solutions provide you with resources to execute 

meetings or conferences as required.

Microphones with onboard speakers can be used either 

permanently retrofit to the furniture or as a table top 

solution. We provide wired and wireless conference 

microphones to provide intelligent sound in the room for 

both local sound reinforcement and also crystal clear 

conference calls.

Whether you have a small boardroom, huddle-room space or large government chamber 

area, we have various recording solutions for you based on your specific requirements.

We also offer language interpretation systems and document 

workflow management software to ensure that every word 

spoken is captured and then completed recordings are directed 

to the relevant person/s for transcription or able to be archived 

as necessary.

Video Conferencing

The rapid development of technology and the Internet have revolutionized the way businesses communicate. Video 

conferencing is a technology that allows users in different locations to hold face-to-face meetings without having to 

move to a single location together. This technology is particularly convenient for business users in different cities or

even different countries because it saves time, expense, and hassle associated with business travel. Video 

conferencing brings multiple benefits far beyond face-to-face communications. 

General requirements for a video conferencing system include:

 - High quality audio and video;

 - Support for high-definition content sharing;

 - Smooth low-bandwidth conferencing;

 - Easy deployment and usage, especially for branches.



Room Booking Systems

Room booking systems allow staff to book meeting rooms and equipment in the workplace using their email 

calendar or touch screens located outside the boardroom, streamlining workflow and promoting cooperation 

in the office. This simple boardroom solution allows staff to select and allocate booking times, down to the minute, 

avoiding miscommunication, conflict over office space, and unnecessary interruptions. The digital interface also 

provides an analysis of the room’s history and equipment condition/use.

Efficient: No more interruptions or waiting. 

Flexible: Check the availability of meeting rooms throughout the 

day and book an open timeslot. 

Easy to Operate: Book a slot quickly and easily.

Real-time content: With just a swipe of your hand you can see in 

real time if the room is booked, who is using it, and when the next 

spot is available.

Analytical and Informative: Track your company’s meeting habits 

and equipment use and manage your time and equipment 

accordingly.

Huddle-room Solutions

Huddle rooms are intimate spaces, equipped with audio, video 

and display system technology. They provide a quiet space 

where a small group of collaborators can have an intimate 

conversation without interruptions. 

Many remote workers prefer huddle rooms when it comes to 

video conferencing because their ability to connect and feel like 

they are a genuine part of the conversation is enhanced.

We provide all the AV equipment required to turn your huddle-

room space into the perfect smallmeeting space, customized to your specific requirements.

Wireless Presentation Systems

A Wireless Presentation System is a media streaming device that enables one or more users to wirelessly present 

content from a PC, tablet or smartphone on a bigger screen, using screen mirroring technology. This technology is 

suitable in various collaborative environments such as meeting rooms, conference rooms, huddle spaces and 

classrooms.

Wireless Presentation Systems play an important role in terms of information sharing in collaborative working 

environments. These systems enable users to send different types of content (desktop, docs, images, videos, and 

apps) together with audio from any device to a projector, large monitor or TV. Thus, multiple users can seamlessly 

present, share, and exchange ideas on the displayed content —without 

restrictions. 

Wireless Presentation Systems are used for a range of applications, 

such as:

    - Connecting a laptop, desktop PC, smartphone or  tablet to 

      any TV wirelessly

    - Streaming or mirroring video and audio from any device 

      onto a bigger screen or projector

    - Enabling interaction between users through sharing 

      content on a common screen
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